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Craft & Technique: Catching A Perfect Fit

â€œfish-mouthâ€� tube-notching process fits one curved sur- ... The tube hole needs to be centered .... large angle on the brace and then hand-file the small fish-. 
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craft & technique Catching A Perfect Fit ‘Fish-mouthing’ for strong, attractive welds D A NIEL KE ISTE R , E A A 6 1 9 6 3 8



U



pon my return from EAA AirVenture Oshkosh 2004, my creative juices were ﬂowing. I knew I would be starting a Pietenpol project as soon as I returned, but I was still wafﬂing over whether to build the steel or wood fuselage version. The lumber used in most wood designs is not as easy to come by as one might think. It is available, but generally not locally. I really like to work with wood and felt as capable with it as with any steel project. But my problem was the expense of ﬁnding the right quality of lumber plus the added expense of having it shipped. I already knew I’d have to drive a bit to get the wood for the wings, but I couldn’t really afford to buy everything at once. Like many people, I’m on a limited budget (pay as you go aircraft ﬁnancing if you will) and really wanted to get started. So the decision was made. I needed to build now and not later, so steel it was. Luckily, Airparts Inc. is located



just 25 miles from my house, and it stocks plenty of tubing and always has friendly staff members on-hand. Besides, I didn’t have a torch set yet, which obviously puts me into the “need” category, much like air and water, right? The “ﬁsh-mouth” tube-notching process ﬁts one curved surface to another, creating an attractive and strong welded bond.



Like many of you, I’m afflicted with the ‘need to obtain and own as many tools as my billfold will allow’ syndrome. The Tools Like many of you, I’m afﬂicted with the “need to obtain and own as many tools as my billfold will allow” syndrome. I generally have to take a friend to Sears with me if I need anything in the tool section just so he can drag me out. It can get scary. I’ll admit I probably have a couple of tools some people don’t, which makes this whole process a little easier. Most of the tools are the inexpensive versions of what I’d really like to have, but as long as they do the trick, and my billfold can support them, so be it. Some of the tools used in the operation include table saw, jointer, metal lathe, a good size set of trammels, dividers, four ﬂute end mills of the correct diameter for ﬁsh-mouthing, a sliding T-bevel, a scribe for marking the steel, and a tape measure. The process requires the use of a metal lathe with a three-jaw chuck. The lathe I use is a 9-by-20-inch model offered by Harbor Freight. EAA Sport Aviation
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craft & technique Getting Started This process requires the use of a metal lathe with a three-jaw chuck. The lathe I use is a 9-by-20-inch model offered by Harbor Freight. I imagine a smaller lathe would work as well since it doesn’t require a huge amount of effort to cut the tubes. This lathe is mounted to a roll-around workbench in my garage. The drawers below come in handy for storing lathe equipment and tools. To get started, create the wood blocks that will be used to hold the tubes while you ﬁsh-mouth them. I created my blocks out of maple I obtained at a specialty wood shop. The wood was 2-by-2-by-20 inches to start, and I planed it down to roughly 1-7/8-by-1-7/8 and cut it 4 inches long. Mark centerlines around the entire block. Next, drill a hole in the block, slightly off center, the same diameter as the tool post hold-down bolt on your lathe’s cross slide. The tube hole needs to be centered between the hold-down bolt hole and the outer edge of the block. The spacing will depend on your lathe’s cross slide and hold-down bolt design. Install the appropriate sized drill bit in the chuck of the lathe. Slide the block down on the tool post bolt and slightly tighten the clamp. Run the



Get started by creating the wood blocks that will be used to hold the tubes while you fish-mouth them.



The tube hole needs to be centered between the hold-down bolt hole and the outer edge of the block.



Install the appropriate sized drill bit in the chuck of the lathe. The bit should be the same size as the tube it’s going to hold.
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Drill 1/4-inch holes for the carriage bolts that will be used to draw the wood tight and clamp the tube into position.



cross slide up against the drill bit and align the block parallel with the bit. The bit should be the same size as the tube it’s going to hold. I would suggest drilling a 1/4-inch pilot hole ﬁrst, then counter boring with the correct size bit. Next, drill 1/4-inch holes horizontally through the block for the carriage bolts. The bolts will be used to draw the wood tight, clamping the tube into position. The tube hole should be centered in between the bolt hold-down hole and the outer edge. Leave enough stock on the edge so the wood doesn’t split when you tighten the carriage bolt. If it does, you could always install a hinge over the split. At this point the fuselage is laid out on the worktable, and the upper and lower longerons are in place. Now you need to measure each strut and



Lay the fuselage out on the table and measure each strut and brace for the correct length. EAA Sport Aviation
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Scribe a line on the tube you just cut–be careful the tube doesn’t “roll” while you do this.



Lay out the width of the tube on both sides of the centerline by cutting a 12-inch-long piece of wood and marking it on both ends.



brace for the correct length. Measuring from the centerline of the upper longeron to the centerline of the lower longeron usually gives the correct amount of tube needed for the task. Scribe a line on the tube you just cut by clamping it



to the table and running a combo square blade down its length. The harder the blade material, the better this works. Be careful the tube doesn’t “roll” while you do this, or you’ll end up with a candy-cane-looking scribe line, which is not conducive to the correct alignment of our
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Using a sliding T-bevel, transfer the angle from the building board to the lathe.



A small, 1/2-inch pipe chucked into the lathe’s tail stock helps give a reference from which to set the angle.



airframe. Lay out the width of the tube on both sides of the centerline. I did this by cutting a 12-inch-long piece of wood exactly the width of the pipe and marking a centerline on both ends. Then simply lay the template on the centerline



drawn on the table and mark the table with a pencil. Now the tube’s outer edge longeron-to-longeron length can be measured and transferred to the centerline drawn on the tube. Now that you have the length of at least one side on
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Make sure the tube is being cut on the correct side. It’s easy to get the tube in backward.



Use a thin cut-off saw to trim off any excess tube as close as you can get to your mark.



the tube, transfer the angle from the building board to the lathe. This is accomplished using the sliding T-bevel. Set the angle of the block using the T-bevel. I chucked a small 1/2-inch pipe into the lathe’s tail stock. This is the reference from which I set the angle since it’s in line with



the cutter. As the tube is inserted into the block, ensure the tube’s centerline and the block’s horizontal centerline match up. Make sure the tube is being cut on the correct side. It’s important to stop sometimes and rethink what you’re
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Slowly feed the tube into the cutter a small amount at a time until you reach your mark.



After performing the same procedure for the other end, you should end up with beautiful joints just like these.



doing. It’s easy to get the tube in backward for a particular cut and end up with the angle going the wrong way on the other end. I use a thin cut-off saw from GARD Specialties on my angle grinder to cut off any excess tube as close as I can



to the mark on the tube. Trying to machine this off takes too much time. These cutting discs are unbelievable. They last forever and seem to cut anything. They are about 0.035 thick and $6 a piece, but GARD sells them only in 12 packs.
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craft & technique Using a four ﬂute end mill of the correct size, slowly feed the tube into the cutter a small amount at a time until you reach your mark. I found that feeding the tube quickly would cause the cutter to grab the tube, bending the upper edge down and jamming the bit. Make sure the lathe’s slides are tight. Any slack will allow the cutter to grab the tube. This process is fast, so take small cuts. Next, set the angle for the other end and perform the same procedure. You should end up with beautiful joints. I jigged a fuselage side in about four hours with little headache and frustration involved. So it’s well worth the time to set up the blocks to cut the ﬁsh mouths on the lathe. Where the braces meet up with the struts, simply cut the large angle on the brace and then hand-ﬁle the small ﬁshmouth portion that wraps around the strut. With small tubing intersecting at the centerline of the larger longeron tube, you’ll ﬁnd you don’t need to ﬁle much since there won’t be a lot of overlap. The photos show the results of several hours of prep time and only about four hours of actual jigging, cutting, and ﬁsh-mouthing time. I hope to build many aircraft in the future, and I’m sure I’ll use this and many other techniques to help make the process easier and faster. The idea for the ﬁsh-mouthing block came from EAA’s book Welding. I modiﬁed it a little to adapt to my tooling. I would highly recommend purchasing a copy from EAA. I hope this article may inspire some to give homebuilding a try. Don’t let what you don’t know scare you away from fulﬁlling your dream of ﬂight. There are thousands of people out there with the same dream and many thousands more fulﬁlling theirs. Get into a local EAA chapter and enjoy the company of people interested in homebuilding and learn from them. As they say in school, the only stupid question is one not asked. Remember, if you can think it, you can build it.



I found that feeding the tube quickly would cause the cutter to grab the tube, bending the upper edge down and jamming the bit.



GO DIRECT EAA’s Aeronautica gift shop carries several “how-to” titles to help get you started. Below are a few books







to help you get the perfect weld. To order, or for more topics, visit http://shop.eaa.org. Aircraft Welding–Wes Schmid and Paul Poberezny $11.95 Welder’s Handbook–Richard Finch



$18.95



Kitplane Construction–Ronald J. Wanttaja
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$39.95



Cut the large angle on the brace where it meets the strut and then hand-file the small fish-mouth portion that wraps around the strut.



The layout above (see detail below) is the result of several hours of prep time, and only four hours of actual jigging, cutting, and fish-mouthing.
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